PayFlex DISCOUNT

Innova’s PayFlex Discount solution aims to help
operators to retain their current subscribers and
gain new ones by improving their customer service
and developing campaigns aimed at making their
lives more convenient.

PayFlex Discount System increases customer
retention and reduces the churn.

www.payflexinnova.com
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Gain a competitive advantage in customer satisfaction
All operators seek ways to increase their subscriber numbers and increase the profits from their
communications services. Fierce competition in the market makes constant change a necessity.
New deals on price, tariffs and extra options make operators more attractive to existing subscribers
while also tempting new subscribers. Gaining new customers is especially competitive and it is
now crucial that operators develop a superior technical infrastructure that can offer value added
services to subscribers and thereby bring about a competitive advantage.

A new approach to customer service
Operators seek ways to add convenience to their subscribers’ everyday lives by offering them new
services in addition to the communications services they’re already providing. According to the
package they choose, subscribers can receive discounts, awards, gifts and free calling minutes or
internet services when they spend money in participating restaurants or stores. This leads to the
customer forming a stronger relationship with their operators and to increasing the money they are
willing to spend on telecommunications. The entire system is managed by highly reliable technology
that offers a hassle-free and fast automated system.

Operators strengthened through successful campaigns
Payfex Discount offers the necessary infrastructure to allow Telecom operators to forge brand
partnerships with companies from other sectors. This complete solution presents all the processes
needed for launching campaigns developed to increase customer satisfaction, reduce the number of
people transferring to other providers and to gain new subscribers. Customers are able to make use of
discounts, awards and additional services offered by companies who agreed brand partnerships with
the operator. The service also helps build loyalty between subscribers and their operators.

The PayFlex Discount solution, integrated to PayFlex Loyalty,
is ever more effective in the competition for subscribers.
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PayFlex Discount not only reduces the
number of lost subscribers but also
presents an advantage in winning
clients from other operators.
Operators can gain new subscribers
with the help of joint campaigns with
partners such as petrol stations,
airports and supermarkets.

Discount

PayFlex Discount: an expert in promotional campaigns
PayFlex Discount was born out of Innova’s extensive experience in the Telecoms sector. The solution manages all the processes
needed to operate campaigns aimed at increasing customer satisfaction and providing every possible benefit to the operator.
PayFlex Management Portal: The management of applications, operation and reporting is handled by the portal, which
gathers together processes such as time, discount rates and customer types under the same roof and tailors them to the
specific needs of operators.
Defining the Campaign: The campaign and subscriber aspects can be defined flexibly with a number of variables. The
PayFlex Discount system can be switched on and off at any given time.
Partner Definition Modules: An interface defines partnerships and the infrastructures which manages specific parameters
belonging to each partner, helping to ensure that relationships with partners are easily managed every step of the way.
Code Search Infrastructure: PayFlex Discount organises the processes managing the relationship between subscribers and
the operator’s partners. Partnership companies are able to search codes, which can be offered for one-off or multiple use,
with their user’s ID and password.
Offline Integration: PayFlex Discount solution offers a very flexible infrastructure. For partnering companies who do not
have online access, the system can also be integrated for offline use.
external Integration: The solution can be integrated with many types of external channels. Aside from the interface offered
for online shopping, integration with SMS can also be achieved easily.
Call Centre Interface: These displays are part of the management portal supplied for use by customer service providers with
special authorisation. The PayFlex Discount System’s interactive services for operators are included in this.
a variety of different solutions: PayFlex Discount also offers a mobile solution including the option of smartphone
integration as it can integrate with various components such as IVR, kiosk and POS.

The secret behind Payﬂex Discount’s success is hidden in the interface
The portal interface, which is designed with subscribers’ needs in mind, can be accessed through a
simple web browser. It provides the end users with information on available discounts and rewards,
including their locations and any conditions. The interface makes it possible to see subscriber
announcements and information about new campaigns. The interface enables searches of user ID
numbers, PSTN-GSM numbers, company codes and discount codes. PayFlex Discount can easily work
with and without registration information, depending on the demands of operators.

Innova IT Solutions, a company with over 12 years of experience in the finance industry, is proud to present its PayFlex
Platform, which brings PayFlex Collection, PayFlex Loyalty, PayFlex Payment and PayFlex Mobile Solutions under the same
roof. Thank to PayFlex’s modular structure a variety of solutions responding to different needs can be offered using the same
infrastructure. The PayFlex platform has already proved its success in 11 countries with 75 different business clients. Over
270 million subscribers use the service to make 4.1 billion trancastions worth some 62 billion dolars every year.
www.payﬂexinnova.com
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